The body core temperatures of 31 patients suffering from severe cerebral lesions were measured. Evidence for the existence or nonexistence of circadian rhythms in these patients was found to be associated with diagnosis (acute versus chronic lesions), with the level of consciousness, and with neurological findings (such as best motor response and pupillary reaction), but not with heart rate, corneal reflex, initial Glasgow coma score (GCS), or outcome. This evidence came to light only after multiphasic mathematical transformations of the raw data. Temperature course was recorded graphically and inspected visually. It was then analysed in two ways: first, the temperature readings of each day were transformed into rank numbers. The time of day in which the lowest temperature of the day was measured was labelled rank 1, the time of day with the second lowest temperature attained rank 2 and so on up to rank 8. In this way the temperature course of each day was represented by a sequence of eight numbers ranging between 1 and 8, and graphically represented as a curve. No consideration was given to the absolute position of the measured temperatures nor to the range of oscillation (RoO) of the day. Second, a sliding-four-dayaveraging of the rank numbers of each of the eight measurement points was plotted. The resulting discontinuous curves of mean rank numbers were checked for circadian rhythmicity by two criteria: the first of them was the RoO: the distance between the lowest and 345 group.bmj.com on June 13, 2017 -Published by
Although most theories concerning the genesis of human circadian rhythms suggest the existence of an internal clock somewhere in the central nervous system, the influences of acute brain lesions on these periodic variations have seldom been systematically studied. Human correlates to animal experiments, in which localised lesions can be produced stereotactically, are impossible and the difficulties in extrapolating the results of animal experiments to the human are well known. Thus, in investigating the anatomical substrate of such rhythmicities in humans, it is only possible to observe the effects of the relatively crude and undesired lesions in patients being treated on neurosurgical intensive care units.
Reasons for the paucity of investigations on humans are obvious: patients with such brain lesions are in a life-threatening situation and subject to a multitude of environmental influences which probably affect their biorhythms in a nearly uncontrollable mannercontinuously or intermittently, regularly or irregularly-so that the traditional methods of rhythms research, which are tried and tested under well defined circumstances, are inappropriate.
According to contemporary models, certain cerebral-diencephalic2 12 Temperature course was recorded graphically and inspected visually. It was then analysed in two ways: first, the temperature readings of each day were transformed into rank numbers. The time of day in which the lowest temperature of the day was measured was labelled rank 1, the time of day with the second lowest temperature attained rank 2 and so on up to rank 8. In this way the temperature course of each day was represented by a sequence of eight numbers ranging between 1 and 8, and graphically represented as a curve. No consideration was given to the absolute position of the measured temperatures nor to the range of oscillation (RoO) of the day. Second, a sliding-four-dayaveraging of the rank numbers of each of the eight measurement points was plotted. The resulting discontinuous curves of mean rank numbers were checked for circadian rhythmicity by two criteria: the first of them was the RoO: the distance between the lowest and Dauch, Bauer When transforming centigrade readings into rank numbers and averaging across four days each, a total of 873 curves were obtained for further analysis. Computer stimulation with random numbers showed that in those curves which had an RoO of more than 4-46, the probability of their generation by chance was less than 5%0. Of the 873 curves resulting from patient measurement, 249 (=28.5%) showed an RoO of more than 4-46. Of those, 179 (=20 5%) showed a sinusoidal shape. These were called "circadian rhythmic intervals" (CRI) (fig 1) . Seventy (=8 0%) had no sinusoidal shape despite an RoO of over 4.46 (fig 2) . This proportion roughly equals the value of 5 %, which was expected, according to Oh 1h 21h the computer stimulation. In 627 four day intervals the RoO was lower than 4-46 (fig 3) . Thus, in these curves no circadian rhythms could be detected. The CRI were not evenly distributed: their proportion in patients with chronic subdural During stupor, somnolence or in a vegetative state, this proportion was between 21% and 22%. There was no correlation with the mode of respiration, with the mean daily heart rate, with a pathological corneal reflex, with the initial GCS or with outcome score. None of the patients manifested diabetes insipidus. In CRI, the median time of day showing the lowest temperature was nine am.
Only three patients exhibited no CRI, but under clinical aspects they did not seem to form a distinct subgroup. In the other patients CRIintervals were evenly distributed between early and late portions of intensive care treatment.
Discussion
Faced with the multitude of uncontrollable factors influencing very sick patients on an intensive care unit it is, as expected, impossible to detect circadian rhythms by direct inspection of the temperature curves. Nevertheless, circadian rhythms can be detected when certain formal abstractions of the temperature curves are performed. Thus we conclude that rhythm research in intensive care patients is difficult, but possible. Whether circadian temperature rhythms are or are not present in a patient is clearly related to certain clinical parameters: 1) The proportion of detectable rhythms is lower in acute lesions (spontaneous intercranial haemorrhage, brain injury) than in chronic ones (chronic subdural haematoma). This observation corresponds with the results of Braunsdorf' who found that disturbances in endocrine and electrophysiological rhythmicity of 14 patients suffering from cerebral lesions near the skull base were more severe when the lesions were acute than when they were chronic. 2) Circadian rhythms were significantly reduced in comatose patients with bilateral fixed pupils and in patients whose motor reaction took the form of flexion or extension posturing. These symptoms indicate a predominantly midbrain lesion.'0 With the issue of localisation, we deliberately relied on clinical syndromes and did not consider the results of radiological investigations (CT, MR) which usually showed a polytopic distribution of lesions in our patients.
The significance of midbrain structures for circadian regulation is indicated by considering the nine patients in vegetative syndromes.7! These lesions are, in a functional sense, something like transverse dissections at the midbrain level. In these patients, circadian rhythms for the secretion of prolactin, cortisol, catecholamines and human growth hormone were mostly eliminated even when the acute incident took place several months before. In these investigations as well as in our own, a multitude of periodic environmental stimuli influenced the temperature course so that the differentiation between endogenous and exogenous elements was not possible. The present study suggests that, in the human, as in laboratory animals, midbrain structures are involved in the generation of circadian rhythms. It also suggests that, as yet, undiscovered facets of biorhythmicity may be refinable from the large amount of raw data that accumulates from patients on intensive care units.
The physician on the intensive care unit should be aware of the existence of circadian rhythmicity in his patients when interpreting temperature readings and, to an extent that has yet to be investigated, of rhythmicity in other vegetative parameters as well. Even chronopharmacology may find its way into the intensive care unit.
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